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ABSTRACT 

 

ARTICLE INFO 

In this paper, we express to recognize phishing attack by features that are hard to 

evade. The intuition of our concern is that phishing pages need to keep the visual 

perception the focus pages. We present an algorithm to quantify the distrustful ratings 

of web pages based on similarity of visual view between the web pages. Since CSS is the 

standard technique to specify page layout, our solution uses the CSS as the basis for 

detecting visual similarities among World Wide Web pages. We prototyped our concern 

as a Google Chrome extension and used it to rate the suspiciousness of internet pages. 

The prototype shows the correctness and maxim of our concern with a relatively low 

performance overhead. Phishing is a consistent threat that keeps growing to this day. 

URL and textual easy going experiment of electronic mail will get a highly evident anti 

phishing electronic mail classifier and prevention of them.   
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Phishing is a criminal scheme to steal the user’s personal 

data and other credential information. It is a fraud that 

acquires victim’s confidential information such as 

password, bank account detail, credit card number, 

financial username and password etc. and later it can be 

misuse by attacker. We aim to use fundamental visual 

features of a web page’s appearance as the basis of 

detecting page similarities. We propose a novel solution, 

Bait Alarm, to efficiently detect phishing web pages. 

Note that page layouts and contents are fundamental 

feature of web pages’ appearance. Since the standard way 

to specify page layouts is through the style sheet (CSS), 

we develop an algorithm to detect similarities in key 

elements related to CSS. Phishing is a consist of mutual 

engineering resist in which an attacker mimics electronic  

 

 

 

World Wide Web to ensnare users to provide their 

independent information. Such communication strick 

users to haddest a friendly chat phishing net sites, which 

the way one sees it users private reference, one as 

passwords, credit how do you do numbers, and social 

stake numbers.  

 

OVERVIEW 

Phishing is a criminal scheme to get the user’s personal data 

and other credential information. It is a fraud that acquires 

victim’s confidential information such as password, bank 

account detail, credit card number, financial username and 

password etc. and later it can be misuse by attacker, For 

detecting phishing site use ObURL Detection Algorithm. 
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The ObURL Detection Algorithm will be performing 

multiple test such as IP address Test, Shorten URL Test, 

Black and Whitelist Test, multiple recipient, spam word’s in 

the email. We aim to use fundamental visual features of a 

web page’s appearance asthe basis of detecting page 

similarities. We use Bait Alarm, to efficiently 

detectphishing web pages. Note that page layouts and 

contentsare fundamental feature of web pages’ appearance. 

Sincethe standard way to specify page layouts is through the 

stylesheet (CSS). To robustly detecting phishing sites, we 

aim to use fundamental visual features of a web page’s 

appearance as the basis of detecting page similarities. In this 

paper, we propose a novel solution, Bait Alarm, to 

efficiently detect phishing web pages. 

 
II.LITRATURE REVIEW 

 

The following points had been found from various 

literatures:  

 

A. Anti-phishing Based on Automated Individual White-

List 

A novel anti-phishing approach named Automated 

Individual White-List (AIWL). AIWL automatically tries to 

maintain a white-list of user’s all familiar Login User 

Interfaces (LUIs) of web sites Finally, we conclude through 

experiments that AIWL is an efficient automated tool 

specializing in detecting phishing and pharming 

 

B. Identification of Phishing Web Pages and Target 

Detection: 

 

The legitimate/true webpage mimicked by fake web page is 

defined as phishing Target and the fake web page as the 

Phishing page.  The need to automatically discover a target 

is important problem for anti-phishing efforts. If we 

correctly identify a target, we can confirm which web pages 

are phishing pages. We can also alert the target owners of 

phishing attacks so that they can take necessary action 

 

C. PhishStorm: Detecting Phishing with Streaming: 

 

This technique is inefficient due to the short lifetime of 

phishing Web sites, making recent approaches relying on 

real-time or proactive phishing URLs detection techniques 

more appropriate. In this paper we introduce PhishStorm, an 

automated phishing detection system that can analyse in 

real-time any URL in order to identify potential phishing 

sites. Luring Internet users by making them click on rogue 

links that seem trustworthy is an easy task because of 

widespread credulity and unawareness. 

 

III.PROPOSE SYSTEM DESIGN 

The below system fig 3.1 shows architecture of Detecting 

Phishing Sites Using Similarity in Fundamental Visual 

Features. In this architecture consists of User, Apache 

Tomcat Server, Phish Mail Guard and Visual Similarity 

Based CSS Matching Algorithm.   

 

Firstly, User enters into Apache Tomcat 7.0 System on 

Email system have. Firstly, Phish Main Guard module, one 

spoof mail comes into the email server then user opens that 

spoof mail and clicks on web page link which are given into 

phish mail in that DNS test, IP Address, URL Encode, 

Shorten URL, White List URL, Black List URL that checks 

if that rule are not match email in shown in inbox.   

 

 
Figure 3.1: Proposed System Architecture 

 

Visual Similarity Based CSS Matching Algorithm module 

in which Apply CSS Detection Algorithm, For each CSS 

file, Find count of Class Tags, HTML Tags, ID Tags and 

other tag are used. Match the Tag counts with DB CSS 

count values then if address mismatch is found then site is a 

phishing site is a genuine site.    

 

IV. ALGORITHEM 

 

We are implement two Algorithms for a project which 

helps to reduce attack on users those algorithm as follows: 

1. CSS Detection Algorithm 

2. ObURL Detection Algorithm 

 

1. CSS Detection Algorithm 

 

Definition 1: (Comparison-Unit) Given a Web page’s CSS 

rules set,  

CSS() = {. . . , [Selector{. . . ; [Property : 

Value; . . .], . . .}], . . .}, 

 the corresponding Comparison- Units set of the web page is 

represented as 

CompUnit() = {. . . , [Property : [. . . ;Value:[. . . , Selector , 

. . .], . . .], . . . , }. 

 

Definition 2: (Complexity Score) The Complexity Score of 

a web page is a fundamental visual layout metrics. Giventhe 

comparison-unit of the web page A, CompUnit(A), 

thecomplexity of the web page is 
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Definition 3: (Match Score) Given the comparison-units of 

the web pages A and B, the Match Score of A and Blabeled 

as  

 
Definition 4: (Similarity) Given the comparison-units of the 

web pages A and B, the Similarity between A and B is  

 
 

1. ObURL Detection Algorithm 

 

Input: Content of Email 

 Output: Prevent the user if URLs seems Counterfeit  

Alert User: Possible Phishing  

Safe User: No Phishing 

DB: Database 

If Input form found in E-mail Contentthen  

                        Alert User;  

End  

For each iframe in E-mail content do  

//get the content of iframe 

 

For each iframe in E-mail content’s iframe source do  

                                  If input form foundthen 

Alert User; 

End  

For each hyperlink in E-mail content’s iframe source do  

// perform the test 1 to 6  

End  

For each hyperlink found in E-mail content and iframe 

source URL  

do                            

Test 1: //DNS Test  

If hypertext! = Anchortext 

then  

Alert User;  

 

Test 2: // IP Address Test  

If IP address found in hyperlink  

            then  

   If IP address found in White list DBthen  

Safe User;  

Else Alert User;  

// IP Address found in blacklist DB  

Test 3: // Shorten URL Test  

If URL is shorten 

              then  

Alert User;  

 

Test 4://hyperlink white list and blacklist test  

If URL found in whitelist DB 

then  

Safe User; 

Else  

Alert User;  

                       // URL Found in Blacklist DB  

Test 5: // Pattern Matching Test  

                  If hypertext and anchor text pattern is matching  

                  then  

Alert User; 

V. RESULT ANALYSIS 

 

The result can be obtained by comparing more than 10 

users email accounts and more than 6 Banks harmful or 

Obfuscated Web Page links which are comes on users 

emails account. 

First graph shows the Result Analysis for Regular User 

Emails Account (Without Phish Mail Guard). 

 

 

Figure 4.1: Result Analysis for Regular User Emails Account (Without 

Phish Mail Guard) 

 

Second graph shows the Result Analysis for Regular User 

Emails Account (With Phish Mail Guard). 

 

 

 

Figure 4.2: Result Analysis for User Emails Account 

(Without Phish Mail Guard) 

 

VI. CONCLUSION REMARK 

 

A fundamental visual features of a web pages’ appearance 

as the basis of detecting page similarities and novel solution, 

Bait Alarm, to efficiently detect phishing web pages. The 

approach is based on CSS and ObURL. We developed an 

algorithm to detect similarities in key elements related to 

CSS. 

.   
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